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• We aren’t primarily thinking creatures; we are defined by 
our loves

• Our behavior demonstrates this: Our hearts determine our 
behaviors.

• This fits with Jesus’ teaching about the Law.



Behavior
But when the Pharisees heard that he had silenced the 

Sadducees, they gathered together. And one of them, a lawyer, 

asked him a question to test him. “Teacher, which is the great 

commandment in the Law?” And he said to him, “You shall love the 

Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all 

your mind. This is the great and first commandment. And a second 

is like it: You shall love your neighbor as yourself. On these two 

commandments depend all the Law and the Prophets.” 

-Matthew 22:34-40



You might not love what you think
What do you as a Christian long for?

● You know what you ought to say, but your loves don’t always match 
what you think.

Psychologist Timothy Wilson believes about only 5 percent of what we do in a given day 
is the outcome of conscious, deliberate choices we make, processed by human 
consciousness. The rest of our actions and behaviors are managed below the surface, 
by all sorts of learned yet now unconscious ways of intending and navigating the world. 



You might not love what you think
How should Christian worship recognize this?
How did we wind up loving the things we love?

● We need to be more specific than “sin” in our analysis.
● “Our love is like second nature: it directs and propels us, often under 

the radar of conscious awareness, like breathing and blinking. It also 
means that our loves acquire direction and orientation because we are 
immersed over time in practices and rituals—what we’ve called 
‘liturgies’—that affectively and viscerally train our desires.” 32

What has shaped your heart?



Forming your unconscious loves
How religious is the culture you encounter throughout the week?
We live in a world that isn’t secular; it is filled with loves that shape 
the rhythms and rituals of daily life. We participate in these same 
rhythms and rituals. Below the surface these habits are shaping our 
loves, training our desires.



Forming your unconscious loves
● “Our loves and imaginations are conscripted 

by all sorts of liturgies that are loaded with a 
vision of the good life. To be immersed in 
those ‘secular’ liturgies is to be habituated to 
long for what they promise.” 38

● This is especially true when we don’t 
recognize cultural practices as liturgies. More 
than what we do, this is something done to 
us. We underestimate the power of habit.



"We often hear of even brand loyalty, even brand 
“devotion.” But do people really worship brands? 
Is consumerism really such a “liturgical” 
experience? It may not be as far-fetched as you 
think. In a recent study to consider the effect of 
superbrands such as Apple and Facebook, 
researchers have made an intriguing discovery. 
When they analyzed the brain activity of product 
fanatics, like members of the Apple cult, they 
found that “the Apple products are triggering the 
same bits of [their] brain as religious imagery 
triggers and a person of faith.” This is your brain 
on Apple: it looks like it’s worshiping.” 52



recognizing rival liturgies
● Stop talking about content.

● How do you judge a movie as safe?
● What influences us beyond the content?

● What’s the great fears a parent has in giving 
a cell phone to their kids?



recognizing rival liturgies
We scan culture, listening for messages, bent on routing 
out false teaching. But if we are first and foremost lovers, 
action is overwhelmingly governed by our unconscious 
habits, the intellectual threats might not be the most 
important. Indeed, we could be so fixated on intellectual 
temptations that we don’t realize our hearts are being 
liturgically co-opted by rival empires all the while.



Under the surface
The Consumer Gospel: an Example

Don’t think that means the mall is a neutral 
space. And don’t think that means the mall isn’t 
religious. The mall is a religious site, not 
because it is theological but because it is 
liturgical. Its spiritual significance (and threat) 
isn’t found in its “ideas” or its “messages” but in 
its rituals. The mall doesn’t care what you think, 
but it is very much interested in what you love. 
41



Mall as Temple
1. It makes us feel at home no matter what city we are in. Familiar texts 
and symbols aid our worship.
2. Grandiose entries function like a narthex intended for receiving, 
orienting, and channeling new seekers. A large map helps as a worship 
guide to the location of various spiritual offerings.
3. The ceiling opens to the sky but none of the walls open to the 
surrounding moat of automobiles. The sense given is transcendent 
openness, but it also shuts off the clamor of distractions of the horizontal 
world. The architecture suggests a sanctuary, retreat, and escape.



Mall as Temple
4. The layout is a labyrinth, inviting wandering that seems to escape from 
the driven, goal-oriented ways of the outside world. There is a sort of 
timelessness, as well.
5. The iconography, instead of saints, consists of statues dressed in garb 
we are called to imitate.

This is a gospel whose power is beauty, which speaks to our deepest 
desires. It compels us to come, not through dire moralisms, but rather 
with a winsome invitation to share in this envisioned good life.



Love as “Habit”
“How do we learn to be consumers? I 
don’t think my way into consumerism. 
Rather, I’m covertly conscripted into a 
way of life because I have been formed 
by cultural practices that are nothing less 
than secular liturgies.” 45



How to read secular liturgies:
consumer example

1. I’m broken, therefore I shop.
2. I shop with others. 
3. I shop (and shop and shop…), therefore I am.
4. Don’t ask, don’t tell.



How to read secular liturgies:
Beyond the Mall

What liturgies are involved in shopping online?
● What “good life” is it attracting?

Where else do you find habits offering “the good life”?



Take a Liturgical Audit of Your Life
● Find time to reflect on the rhythms and rituals of your 

life: daily, weekly, monthly, and annual routines.

● What vision of the good life is carried in those 
liturgies in your life? What Story is embedded in 
those cultural practices? What kind of person do they 
want you to become? 

● When you see the influence of liturgies and spaces 
around you, you will start to become worried


